Let's talk about it
Your personal Bizerba contact person will be happy to advise you at no charge concerning our RetailApps – small functional units – major impact.
RetailApps – can it be a little bit more?

RetailApps – small functional units with major impacts. These useful applications supplement the scale solution RetailPowerScale combining individuality with the advantages of a standard software: Reducing costs with modular standards.

Numerous functions are already available as RetailApps: Processing of data of origin, managing of orders directly with the scale, integration of promotional campaigns in the store concept or creation of time-controlled messages and campaigns. The sky’s the limit.

- Fast and cost-effective function expansions
- Design of RetailPowerScale scales according to customer requirements
- Thanks to RetailApps, the scope of performance of RetailPowerScale scales is expanded during the entire product life cycle

Everything is possible

Due to global networking the development of RetailApps is constantly growing. Their functions support in different categories:

- **Data management**
  RetailApps which manage data for certain purposes within a process.

- **Administration**
  RetailApps which take over administrative tasks or make processes easier.

- **Interaction**
  RetailApps which are in direct interaction with the end customer or provide end customer support.

- **Money**
  RetailApps in the area of price information or sales.
Extensions thanks to modularity

RetailPowerScale
The software multi-talent for the scale that can do it all. One solution for selling, transactions, labeling, advising, advertising and weighing. Standardized, open-source and easy to extend.

RetailPowerScale provides the all-in-one solution for retail trade. From specialty food stores to globally acting retailers the RetailPowerScale is the key in order to turn the PC scale into a multi-functional device.

Additional functions are easily and quickly available via modular RetailApps. Exactly scaleable in the required functionality. Detailed adaptable layout. Individuality is combined with the advantages of standard software which seamlessly integrates in existing IT infrastructure.

RetailApps
RetailApps create unlimited flexibility for additional performance on the scale. RetailApps are separate, self-contained solutions docking to the standardized scale software RetailPowerScale via an interface. This modular architecture allows simple and timely implementation of extensions.

RetailApp LasVegas
With RetailApp LasVegas you have the perfect tool for promotions and an exciting shopping experience. When closing a label or receipt, a slot machine starts on the customer display. Three matching symbols mean jackpot – that’s LasVegas.

RetailApp PowerQueue
Optimum use of waiting times: Manage waiting times and queues at the fresh food counter with the PowerQueue RetailApp and enable your customers to optimally use their shopping times.

RetailApp TraceListing
Different approaches of origin data management combined in one solution. RetailApp TraceListing with step-by-step operator prompting allows to maintain different origin information on the scale: manual input, scanning, predefined lists or the input of dates via the calendar element.

RetailApp EatABite
Table service made easy: RetailApp EatABite makes sales procedures in catering areas easier whether it is placing orders or billing. Thanks to ChecknBillSplit bills can be split by guest if needed.

RetailApp EasyOrder
It doesn’t get any easier: With RetailApp EasyOrder you manage customer orders directly on the scale – from recording and preparing orders up to completion for order pick-up.

RetailApp TraceListing